Digital Impact of
Luxury Brands in
the the GCC
How Eﬀective are Leading Brand’s Online &
Social Media Strategies?
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Introduction

According to Deloitte’s Global Powers of
Luxury Goods 2017 report, the luxury markeat
in theMiddle East proves to be a great
opportunity for international luxury brands.
Today, increasingly we see global luxury
brands building localized communication
strategies to cater to the Middle Eastern
market. The countries of the Gulf Cooperation
Council (GCC) in speciﬁc are in a state of
constant growth.
The latest rankings by the International
Monetary Fund 2 reveal that 5 of the 6 GCC
countries (Qatar, KSA, UAE, Kuwait and
Bahrain) are ranked in the top 15 based on
GDP PPP (gross domestic product (at
purchasing power parity) per capita).

In a region which is currently undergoing
extensive digital transformation, social media
and online reputation are crucial for a brand
to stay relevant, and connected to their
audience.
In this report we analyze a total of 16 global
luxury brands, categorizing them into three
sections:
• Fashion
• Jewelry
• Watches

In order to determine the eﬀectiveness of each
brand's digital strategy, the report addresses
some of the following points:
In order to determine the eﬀectiveness of each
brand's digital strategy, the report addresses
some of the following points:
• How online news coverage oﬂuxury brands
diﬀers in the GCC vs. globally
• Social media presence, trends and topics
surrounding the brands in the GCC
• Performance of major brands online within
their respective categories

The report covers each brand’s social media and editorial coverage online and was conducted in
partnership with the Arab Luxury World Conference 2018.

Methodology
To measure and analyze the luxury brands in this report, we used Meltwater’s media intelligence software.
In order to achieve accuracy in the reporting
process, we utilized the Boolean search system
within Meltwater’s software. The system allows
for searches online and on social media, to be
reﬁned by including or excluding speciﬁc
keywords. For example, for Omega we ensured
to exclude mentions regarding “Omega 3” or
omega fatty acids to produce results of higher
accuracy.

Our study looks into the Q1 period of 2018
(01/01/2018 - 31/03/2018) by analyzing the
following:
• Global online press coverage (205 country
sources)
• GCC online press coverage (Bahrain, KSA,
Kuwait, Oman, Qatar and UAE)
• Social media mentions in the GCC*
• Oﬃcial social media accounts of each
brand (Facebook, Instagram, Twitter)

Each luxury category (Fashion, Jewelry and
Watches) has been analyzed separately for
online press and social media using the following
benchmarks:
• Share of Voice (volume of mentions)
• PR Growth (Q1 2017 vs. Q1 2018)
• Top sources (social and editorial)
• Geographical split (volume of mentions)
• Trending themes & keywords

BRANDS MONITORED
Fashion

Jewelry

Watches

The analysis focuses on 16 global luxury

Chanel
Dior
Dolce & Gabbana
Givenchy
Gucci
Louis Vuitton
Saint Laurent

Bvlgari
Messika
Piaget
Van Cleef & Arpels

Audemars Piguet
Hublot
Omega
Rolex

names across the 3 categories (fashion,

* Following Facebook & Instagram API changes, all data used has been collected from publicly available, open social media sources
*Social posts have been attributed to GCC countries using geo-location and relevant keywords (i.e. 'Dubai', 'KSA'...etc)

jewelry and watches). The brands were
selected by the Arab Luxury World
conference based on each brand’s target
audience and appeal in the GCC market.
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Online and Social Media Impact

LUXURY WATCHES

PART l
Online Editorial Footprint
In this section of the report, Meltwater analyzes
the online editorial presence of Audemars Piguet,
Hublot, Omega, Rolex and TAG Heuer. We dive into
the volume, reach, geographical spread and
publication source for each brand and benchmark
a gainst their counterparts in the category.
Included below is a snapshot of the watch
category's global and GCC editorial coverage. The
results indicate a similar pattern globally and l

Brand

Global Editorial
Mentions

Global Editorial Reach*
(in Millions)

GCC Editorial
Mentions

GCC Editorial Reach *
(in Millions)

Rolex

67,258 (62%)

47,924

738 (54%)

69.01

TAG Heuer

14,905 (14%)

11,096

320 (23%)

15.72

Hublot

10,539 (10%)

7,973

179 (13%)

16.72

Audemars
Piguet

7,694 (7%)

6,082

16 (1%)

0.79

Omega

7,366 (7%)

6,896

122 (9%)

23.19

ocally when it comes to mentions in the media.
However, the study reveals signiﬁcant diﬀerences
on a brand level.

*Reach is deﬁned as the total number of potential impressions of a brand or topic
oﬁnterest over a speci ﬁc date range (based on each website's number of unique visitors)
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Audemars
Piguet 6.8%

EDITORIAL COVERAGE PER BRAND

Omega 7.1%

Hublot 9.8%

Rolex leading news coverage globally
It is evident that Rolex is dominating the global media coverage in its category
for Q1 of 2018, with almost two-thirds of mentions (62% share of voice).
The brand’s activity is covered extensively by many outlets worldwide, especially in
Q1 of 2018 as it launched its iconic 'Pepsi GMT II' watch.

TAG Heuer
13.8%

Perhaps an unsurprising feat from the world's most valuable Swiss watch brand,
which was valued at 7.25 billion Swiss francs (CHF) in 20161

Rolex
62.4%

GCC: Share of Voice in Press Coverage

TAG Heuer leverages local strategic partnerships
The presence of Rolex in the online press for GCC may be less pronounced than its global share of voice,
but statistics reveal that the brand is still the most popular in the region. TAG Heuer comes in second place
due to strategic partnerships with popular sporting events including the Dubai Tour and Abu Dhabi Tour.

Omega 8.9%

Audemars
Piguet 1.2%

Omega gains press coverage in GCC

Hublot 13.0%

As the oﬃcial sponsor of the Dubai Desert Classic since 2010, Omega receives a
larger share of coverage in the GCC than globally.
Rolex
53.6%
TAG Heuer
23.3%

GCC: Share of Voice in Press Coverage

The annual golf tournament takes place in Dubai and the biggest names in golf
participate. Rory McIlroy and Sergio Garcia were a few of the golf stars competing
for the title. Through this sponsorship, Omega was able to receive a higher amount
of coverage.
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EDITORIAL COVERAGE PER BRAND

Audemars Piguet branches into new market

Quality vs. Quantity

Audemars Piguet witnessed the least amount of GCC press
coverage for Q1 2018 compare to other brands.

Despite generating fewer mentions than TAG Heuer and Hublot,
Omega ranks in second place when it comes to potential reach
in the GCC.
The brand's ability to generate better targeted news coverage
in Q1 of 2018 can be attributed to Omega's outreach to prominent
publications in the region, such as Gulf News or The National.
The internationally renowned annual Omega Dubai Desert Classic
took place in Q1 of 2018. As a result, the brand was mentioned in
leading publications with larger audiences. Brands who seek to
imitate this success should target larger news sources with
relevant updates.

However, the brand did experience a spike in global and
regional coverage in mid January. This increase was due to
the announcement that it would soon be launching its preowned watch business this year. In fact, the second-hand
market is growing in the luxury industry, and
Audemars Piguet is one of the ﬁrst brands to tap into it.

Volume
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Reach (in Millions)
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Correlation between Volume of Coverage and Reach in the GCC

Reach is deﬁned as the total number of potential impressions of a brand or topic oﬁnterest over a speci ﬁc date range (based on each website's number of unique visitors)

Hublot exhibits remarkable growth
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EVOLUTION OF EDITORIAL
COVERAGE IN THE GCC

Rolex launches iconic watch
The Swiss brand launched its much-anticipated watch,
the 'Pepsi' GMT-Master II' during BaselWorld 2018. The
release of the iconic watch garnered lots of attention
from the press globally and in the GCC.

HUBLOT AND ROLEX HAVE SEEN THE BIGGEST INCREASE IN
GCC NEWS COVERAGE SINCE Q1 OF LAST YEAR.
Hublot’s ﬁrst smartwatch,the Big Bang Referee 2018 FIFA World
Cup Russia™, was released during Baselworld 2018. While the
release itself was widely covered, the promotional activities
surrounding the new watch (to be worn by world cup referees)
gained even more media attention.
To mark the launch of their new smartwatch, the brand organized the
Hublot Match of Friendship 2018. The football match featured Jose
Mourinho, Usain Bolt and Diego Maradona amongst other big names,
during Baselworld. Hublot also announced its plans to organize
a local edition of the match in Dubai, featuring the famous Pele, which
gained a signiﬁcant amount of coverage in the GCC.

800

+47%

Growth in Online Editorial Mentions (Q1 2017 vs. Q1 2018)

700
600
-33%

500

Battle of the smartwatch

400

On the other hand, TAG Heuer has faced a decrease in
Q1 of 2018 in its regional coverage. This is partly due to
the fact that TAG Heuer had previously unveiled their
ﬁrst smartwatch during Baselworld 2017 which led to a
spike in coverage at that time (Q1 2017). The volume of
press coverage however, was not replicated in 2018
without a similar release.

200

300
+47%

-25%

100
0

-20%
Rolex

TAG Heuer

Hublot

Omega

Audemars Piguet

The above bar chart compares the growth in GCC ediotrial
coverage between Q1 of 2017 (left) and Q1 of 2018 (right)
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BREAKDOWN OF PRESS
COVERAGE BY COUNTRY

Relative to global online editorial presence,TAG Heuer's
ais the most present brand in the GCC

The following geographical analysis reveals that these
luxury watch brands are primarily covered in the United
States, Europe and China. In the GCC we've found that
the UAE is the top contender in press coverage relating
to luxury watch brands, most likely because of the many
UAE-based partnerships for events taking place in the
country.
Top Countries in Global
Luxury Watch Coverage

This presence is linked to the brand's strategic local event
sponsorships, such as the Dubai and Abu Dhabi Tours.
The brand also has important inﬂuencer partnerships in
the region, like the TAG Heuer collaboration with Hassan
Al Akhras, founder of the Arab Watch Guide and,
participant in the "Iron Man 70.3" Triathlon Challenge.

USA

Comparison of Online Editorial Presence - GCC vs. Global*

UK

2.2%

1.6%

1.5%

1.1%

0.2%

98.4%

98.5%

98.9%

99.8%
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100%
Netherlands

China
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Top Countries in GCC
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THE IMPACT OF
ONLINE PUBLICATIONS

GCC Publications with Highest Coverage
of Luxury Watch Brands

Which GCC publications cover luxury watches the most?

iNews-Arabia.com (KSA)

In the GCC region, luxury watch brands are primarily discussed
in Arabic.

Dubai Forum (UAE)

The ﬁve publications with the highest volume of articles in Q1 of
2018 covering the luxury watch brands are all broader news outlets,
none of which are specialized in the watch or luxury market.
Brands are mentioned mostly in relation to their sponsorship
activities at major sporting events. Dubai Forum is the only English
website in the top 5 ranking, the online publication reports on the
latest business news and events that would be oﬁnterest to the
Dubai community.

Global Publications with Highest Coverage
of Luxury Watch Brands
Watchuseek (Netherlands)

CNGold (China)

Luxury Feed (UK)

El Sudcaliforniano (Mexico)
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Which global publications cover watches the most?
Unlike the GCC market, the international sources that mention
the selected watch brands the most in Q1 2018 are industry
speciﬁc.
Industry publications such as PuristSPro or Watchuseek
dominate the rankings. Watchuseek is a niche news website
speciﬁc to watches, also providing a community, with buying
guides and an online forum which is home to more than
350,000 watch enthusiasts.

PuristSPro (USA)

0

) ﺻﺤﯿﻔﺔ اﻟﻮﺳﻂUAE)

Websites such as Luxury Feed and CNGold are focused on
the luxury lifestyle and products.
4K

5K

PART lI
Social Media Impact
In this section of the report, Meltwater analyzes
the social media presence of Audemars Piguet,
Hublot, Omega, Rolex and TAG Heuer. We
benchmark the brands based on their SOV in
GCC social media. We also dive into each brands
fanbase per social channel, top social media
source and global Instagram trends in the
category.
The results displayed below represent an overview
of the research conducted and reveal dramatic
diﬀerences in brand performance on diﬀerent
platforms. Rolex remains the most popular overall,
with Omega's social share of voice overtaking
ts editorial performance

Brand

Social Media
Mentions

Facebook Likes

Instagram
Followers

Twitter Followers

Rolex

300,366

6,696,438

7,750,998

----

Hublot

84,186

4,002,329

2,787,775

661,841

Omega

12,799

1,514,677

1,595,134

205,305

Audemars
Piguet

4,895

1,539,055

85,186

197,029

TAG Heuer

1,336

3,190,654

1,598,605

The above is based the data monitored until March 31st, 2018.
Limitations in social media data: Facebook & Instagram API changes and access
to public and openly available data only *Rolex's Twitter account is private
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Social Media Share of
Voice in the GCC

Share of Voice: Social Media
Audemars Piguet
1.2%
Omega 3.2%

TAG Heuer 0.33%

Rolex dominating socialmedia coversations in GCC
Rolex is also GCC's most mentioned watch brand on social media
for Q1 2018. The brand dominates with two-thirds of mentions,
followed by Hublot and Omega.

Hublot
20.9%

Whilst having a smaller following on social channels, Audemars
Piguet climbs to 3rd place due to its highly engaged and active
community.
Rolex 74.4%

Brand enthusiasts take to social media to discuss their preferred
models and collections, as well as to comment and share any
news from the watchmaker.
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Global Instagram Trends
How do the selected watch brands leverage Instagram?
We identiﬁed the 3 most frequently used hashtags on
Instagram by the brands and their most engaging posts of
the ﬁrst quarter of 2018.

#audemarspiguet #ap #表

Despite using primarily generic hashtags
around their name, the brand makes a clear
play for the chinese market with repetitive
usage of #表 (#watch).
6,641
engagements

02

Global Instagram Trends

#hublotbaselworld #baselworld
#hublotgenevadays

The social content of Hublot within
this period is mainly focused on
events such as Baselworld and
Geneva Days.
75,691
engagements

#omegaoﬃcialtimekeeper
#recordingdreams #omega

Omega's #recordingdreams hashtag
referenced a campaign highlighting
their history of 'Recording Olympic
Dreams' as the long-standing
timekeeper.
44,178
engagements
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Global Instagram Trends

#rolex #skydweller #datejust

Rolex uses Instagram hashtags to
promote various watch collections,
such as the Sky-Dweller and
DateJust, both of which released
new models in BaselWorld 2018.
401,734
engagements

#dontcrackunderpressure
#tagheuercarrera #connectedtoeternity

Majority of TAG Heuer's Instagram posts
contain the #dontcrackunderpressure
hashtag, especially in relation to models
such as the Carrera or the Connected
Modular.
48,443
engagements

Online and Social Media Impact

FINE JEWELRY

PART l
Online Editorial Footprint
n this section of the report, Meltwater analyzes
the online editorial presence of Bvlgari, Messika,
Piaget and Van Cleef & Arpels. We dive into the
volume, reach, geographical spread and
publication source for each brand and
benchmark against their counterparts in the
category.
Included below is an overview of online media
coverage of the selected jewelry brands. In
keeping with the age and reputation of Bvlgari,
Piaget and Van Cleef & Arpels, they command
signiﬁcantly more mentions worldwide than
Messika, a much younger brand.

Brand

Global Editorial
Mentions

Global Editorial Reach*
(in Millions)

GCC Editorial
Mentions

GCC Editorial Reach *
(in Millions)

Bvlgari

17,212 (52%)

16,828

650 (46%)

85.23

Piaget

8,092 (24%)

8,908

348 (25%)

49.65

Van Cleef &
Arpels

7,039 (21%)

5,463

330 (24%)

49.12

Messika

1,024 (3%)

2,512

79 (56%)

9.19

*Reach is deﬁned as the total number of potential impressions of a brand or topic of
interest over a speciﬁc date range (based on each website's number of unique visitors)
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EDITORIAL COVERAGE PER BRAND

Messika 3.1%
Van Cleef &
Arpels 21.1%

Bvlgari leading news coverage globally
In terms of global news coverage, Bvlgari takes the lead in global news with over
17,000 articles. In Q1 2018, the brand witnessed 2 signiﬁcant spikes in global
coverage, the ﬁrst in relation to the Golden Globes (January) and the second
during the Oscars (March).
Messika has a smaller share of news coverage overal. Messola is a younger
brand (established in 2005) with a more niche market and a focus on women’s
ﬁne jewelry.

Bvlgari
51.6%
Piaget
24.2%

GCC: Share of Voice in Press Coverage

Similarities in Global and GCC press coverage
When taking a closer look at the GCC ﬁgures, we see the same ranking regionally, where Bvlgari
is still leading and is followed by Piaget and Van Cleef & Arpels.
Piaget has managed to maintain its spot in second place in the GCC by engaging with local
events such as Art Dubai 2018.
Messika 5.6%

Van Cleef &
Arpels 23.5%

Van Cleef & Arpels finds a new home in Dubai
Bvlgari
46.2%

In January 2018, the new operation center for Richemont (Van Cleef's parent
company) was inaugurated in Dubai
The brand exhibited a peak in coverage around the time of the inauguration,
which was considered a big step for Richemont as it is the ﬁrst purpose-built
facility in Dubai Airport Free Zone.

Piaget
24.7%
GCC: Share of Voice in Press Coverage
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EDITORIAL COVERAGE PER BRAND

Bvlgari shines on the red carpet

Piaget participates in Art Dubai 2018

With the ﬁlm industry awards season taking place in Q1 of 2018,
Bvlgari saw increased press coverage both globally and in the
GCC.

The French jewelry brand sponsored Art Dubai 2018, which took
place between March 21-24, 2018.
Piaget's association with Art Dubai provided the brand with an
increase of press coverage during that brief period. More than
10% of all Piaget-related GCC coverage in Q1 2018 included
the keyword "Art Dubai" in the article.

A large number of news articles covered celebrity red carpet
looks which featured Bvlgarĳewelry at events such as the
Golden Globes & the Oscars.

The brand's participation in Art Dubai marked Piaget's third
annual showcase at the event. Piaget also utilized the
event as a platform to launch its latest jewelry and watch
collection named "Sunlight Journey
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0
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Correlation between Volume of Coverage and Reach in the GCC

Reach is deﬁned as the total number of potential impressions of a brand or topic oﬁnterest over a speci ﬁc date range (based on each website's number of unique visitors)
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EVOLUTION OF EDITORIAL
COVERAGE IN THE GCC

Piaget also had more coverage on its sponsorship of Art Dubai in
2017, than in 2018. GCC's coverage of Piaget (in relation to the event)
dropped by 37% in the ﬁrst quarter of this year contributing to the
overall drop in press coverage for the brand.
For both Piaget & Van Cleef, the participation in art exhibitions and
events often has a signiﬁcant eﬀect on their overall news coverage.

Bvlgari increasing coverage in 2018
GCC press coverage has decreased overall in the category
when compared to Q1 2017, except for Bvlgari, whose local
press in Q1 2018 coverage still beneﬁted from the opening of
the Bvlgari Resort & Residences Dubai in late 2017.

800
700

Growth in Online Editorial Mentions (Q1 2017 vs. Q1 2018)
-44%

+1 1%

600
-26%

500

In 2017, Van Cleef & Arpels saw a spike in coverage due to
its participation in Dubai Design Days, where the brand
sponsored the Middle East Emergent Designer Prize.

400
300
200

-25%

100

However the 2018 edition of the Dubai Design Days was
postponed, so a similar spike in coverage for Van Cleef &
Arpels was not seen in Q1 of 2018.

0

Van Cleef & Arpels

Bvlgari

Piaget

Messika

The above bar chart compares the growth in GCC ediotrial
coverage between Q1 of 2017 (left) and Q1 of 2018 (right)
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BREAKDOWN OF PRESS
COVERAGE BY COUNTRY
Messika inaugurates new standalone store

The ﬁne jewelry brands in the study are primarily discussed
in the United States, Europe and China. However analysis of
GCC media reveals a deep interest in this category,
especially in Saudi Arabia and in the United Arab Emirates,
which actually falls into sixth place on the global ranking

Top Countries in Global
Fine Jewelry Coverage

This presence is linked to the brand's strategic local event
sponsorships, such as the Dubai and Abu Dhabi Tours.
The brand also has important inﬂuencer partnerships in
the region, like the TAG Heuer collaboration with Hassan
Al Akhras, founder of the Arab Watch Guide and,
participant in the "Iron Man 70.3" Triathlon Challenge.

USA

Comparison of Online Editorial Presence - GCC vs. Global*

China

7.7%

4.7%

4.3%

3.8%

92.3%
-17%

95.3%

95.7%

96.2%

Van Cleef & Arpels

Piaget

Bvlgari

100%

UK

Italy

France

0

Top Countries in GCC
Fine Jewelry Coverage
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editorial articles originating from each country

Which GCC publications cover fine jewelry the most?
In the GCC region, luxury watch brands are primarily
discussed in Arabic.

GCC Publications with Highest Coverage
of Luxury Watch Brands

Three of GCC's top 5 publications discussing ﬁne jewelry in
Q1 of 2018 are female-targeted Arabic lifestyle and fashion
outlets (Hia Magazine, Al Jamila and Sayidaty).

Hia Magazine (UAE)

Al Jamila (KSA)

A E World is yet another lifestyle and fashion publication,
however, it is in English.

Dubai Forum (UAE)

A E World (UAE)

Similar to the watch category, Dubai Forum also scores as
one of the top online publications discussing the jewelry
industry in the GCC.

Sayidaty (KSA)
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Global Publications with Highest Coverage
of Luxury Watch Brands
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Which global publications cover fine jewelry the most?
The Chinese media are the most active around the ﬁne jewelry
market.
Three of the top ﬁve news outlets mentioning the selected brands
in Q1 2018 are based in China. Sohu and its Fashion entity rank
ﬁrst and second.

Sohu Fashion (China)

Sohu (China)

Watchonista (Switzerland)

114 J Y (China)

Hia Magazine(UAE)
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Interestingly enough, UAE's Hia Magazine ranks ﬁfth globally in
this category, mainly due to its exhaustive coverage of the latest
jewelry news and trends. The UAE-based magazine has a
potential reach of almost 532,000.

PART Il
Social Media Impact
In this section of the report, Meltwater analyzes
the social media presence of Bvlgari, Messika,
Piaget and Van Cleef & Arpels. We benchmark
the brands based on their SOV in the GCC
social scene. We also dive into each brands
fanbase per social channel, top social media
source and global Instagram trends in the
category.
Much like the editorial mentions above, Bvlgari

Brand

Social Media
Mentions

Facebook Likes

Instagram
Followers

Twitter Followers

Bvlgari

96,705

4,361,088

5,584,819

61 1,931

Piaget

27,362

802,145

1,169,265

72,401

Van Cleef &
Arpels

7,135

374,233

124,498

Messika

7,752

242,406

2,167

777,968
103,312

dominates this ranking, making the biggest
splash on social media. Messika overtakes Van
Cleef & Arpels in social mentions, highlighting
the diﬀerences between social and editorial
media, and the oppurtunities for brands breaking
in toestablished markets.

*Reach is deﬁned as the total number of potential impressions of a brand or topic
oﬁnterest over a speci ﬁc date range (based on each website's number of unique visitors)
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Fine Jewelry on
Social Media Channels

How are each brand's audience split across platforms?
Bvlgari holds the number one spot in this category as the most
followed brand as of Q1 of 2018.

Social Media Fanbase: Brands ranked by number of Followers

Instagram appears to be the go-to platform (with the highest
number oﬀollowers) for all brands in the category, except for
Piaget.

Bvlgari
Van Cleef
& Arpels

Piaget

Messika
0

2M

Facebook
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6M

Instagram

8M

10M

12M

Piaget has twice as many followers on Facebook than on
Instagram. The brand is more active on Facebook due to
Facebook's feature allowing for geo-targeted posts. Instagram
does allow for targeting on paid posts, but not yet on organic
posts.

Twitter

Which platform hosts the most brand mentions
in the GCC?
Instagram is in fact the number one channel where
jewelry brands are mentioned on social media.

Social Media Channels with the Highest Penetration
0.2%

33.5%

Instagram users often utilize the platform to creatively
showcase their personal jewelry collections and the
jewelry on their wishlists, as well as tagging brands
to increase their own reach.

66.3%

Facebook

Instagram

Twitter

Following Facebook & Instagram API changes, all data used has
been collected from publicly available, open social media sources
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Social Media Share of
Voice in the GCC
Bvlgari dominates social conversations
Bvlgari has the most social media mentions in the GCC
area, with close to 100,000 mentions across Facebook,
Instagram and Twitter, followed by Piaget.

Share of Voice: Social Media

Van Cleef &
Arpels 5.1%

Messika 5.6%

Piaget
19.7%

Van Cleef & Arpels have fewer but more qualitative
mentions. The brand has activated prominent inﬂuencers
in the region such as Yalda Golshariﬁ and Latifa
Alshamsi for their campaigns.
Bvlgari
69.6%
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Global InstagraAm Trends
How do the selected jewelry brands leverage
Instagram?
We identiﬁed the 3 most frequently used hashtags on
Instagram by the brands and their most engaging posts
of the ﬁrst quarter of 2018.

#bvlgari #bulgari #rvle

Bvlgari often sees two diﬀerent spellings
for their brand name on Instagram. #Rvle
was the hashtag used at Bvlgari's annual
Berlin Film Festival party under the theme
of "Rvle Your Night".
61,493
engagements
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Global Instagram Trends

#vancleefarpels #highjewelry #poetryoftime

Van Cleef & Arpels uses a mix of brand-centric hashtags.
#highjewelry is used to gain visibility amongst jewelry enthusiasts.
#Poetryoftime also signiﬁes new releases in their signature collection.
22,164
engagements

#artdubai #piaget #howdoyouart

Two of Piaget's top hashtags are in relation to their participation in
Art Dubai 2018, one of the city's leading art fairs which took place in
March 2018.
3,825
engagements

#messikajewelry #baselworld2018 #highjewelry

Messika leverages their participation in BaselWorld 2018 to gain
exposure. The brand also uses #highjewelry to reach their target
audience on Instagram.
4,440
engagements

Online and Social Media Impact

LUXURY FASHION

PART l
Online Editorial Footprint
In this section of the report, Meltwater analyzes the
online editorial presence of Chanel, Dior, Dolce &
Gabbana, Givenchy, Gucci, Louis Vuitton, and
Saint Laurent. We dive into the volume, reach,
geographical spread and publication source for
each brand and benchmark against their
counterparts in the category.
The ﬁgures below represent the worldwide and
regional reach and mentions of several top luxury
fashion brands. In the case of the GCC countries,
coverage diﬀers from the global press, with a
diﬀerent pattern emerging in terms of brand share
of overall mentions.

Brand

Global Editorial
Mentions

Global Editorial Reach*
(in Millions)

Gucci

124,831 (23%)

176,208

1,817 (19%)

296.56

Chanel

1 19,476 (22%)

165,227

2,143 (23%)

347.13

Dior

107,364 (19%)

133,859

2,406 (25%)

359.30

Louis
Vuitton

73,158 (13%)

1 13,567

898 (9%)

144.30

Givenchy

43,230 (8%)

51,754

756 (8%)

109.18

Saint
Laurent

42,029 (8%)

44,180

392 (4%)

63.64

Dolce &
Gabbana

41,865 (7%)

63,279

1,070 (1 1%)

239.56

GCC Editorial
Mentions

GCC Editorial Reach *
(in Millions)

*Reach is deﬁned as the total number of potential impressions of a brand or topic
oﬁnterest over a speci ﬁc date range (based on each website's number of unique visitors)

Dolce & Gabbana
7.6%
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EDITORIAL COVERAGE PER BRAND

Gucci
22.6%

Saint Laurent 7.6%
Givenchy
7.8%

Gucci leading news coverage globally
Gucci has the biggest share of global coverage amongst luxury fashion
brands for Q1 2018, featuring in over 124,000 articles and closely followed
by Chanel and Dior.

Louis Vuitton
13.3%

The large gap between the top 3 brands and the others is notable, with
Dior having over 100,000 mentions at number 3 and Louis Vuitton at
number 4 with just over 73,000 mentions.

Chanel
21.6%
Dior 19.5%
GCC: Share of Voice in Press Coverage

Gucci makes headlines for donation
In February 2018, the luxury brand announced that it was donating $500,000 to support gun control
in the United States. News of Gucci's decision were covered extensively by the press globally. Vogue,
GQ, HarpersBazaar and Yahoo News were a few of the global online publications reporting on the
announcement.

Omega 8.9%

Audemars
Piguet 1.2%

Dior climbs to the top spot in the GCC

Hublot 13.0%

The top 3 brands with the highest volume of coverage in the GCC, match
the top 3 brands globally. However, they rank in reverse order.
Rolex
53.6%

TAG Heuer
23.3%

Dior (#3 globally) has the dominant share of voice in the GCC for Q1 2018.
The brand was discussed heavily in the press with regards to the 2018 Oscars.
Actresses such as Jennifer Lawrence, Kate Bosworth and Meryl Streep were
a few of the stars who wore Dior gowns to the event.

GCC: Share of Voice in Press Coverage
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EDITORIAL COVERAGE PER BRAND
Award season impacts luxury fashion press coverage
The ﬁrst quarter of 2018 is high season for all luxury fashion brands
alike.
The Oscars, Golden Globes, SAG awards and the BAFTA awards are
a few of the major events that often take place in Q1 of every year.
The way media outlets cover red-carpet outﬁts has changed over the
years, with a rise in online outlets dedicated to discussing celebrity
looks. This leads to an increase in coverage on mainstream and niche
outlets online during awards season.

International runways in the spotlight
February is also a big month for luxury fashion brands internationally,
as autumn/winter fashion weeks take place in the 'Big Four' cities: New
York, London, Milan and Paris.
13% of all GCC press coverage on the selected fashion brands in Q1
2018 were in relation to one of the four fashion weeks (8% of global
coverage). Articles included topics on the latest trends on the runway,
internationally-acclaimed models and celebrities who attended the
various
fashion shows.

Does quality beat quantity?
Although Gucci has 50% more mentions than Dolce & Gabbana, the
potential reach of both brands' press coverage is quite close.

Volume

3000

Reach (in Millions)

400
350

2500

300
2000

250

1500

200
150

1000

100
500
0

50
Dior

Chanel

Gucci

Dolce &
Louis
Gabbana Vuitton

Givenchy

Saint
Laurent

0

Correlation between Volume of Coverage and Reach in the GCC

Reach is deﬁned as the total number of potential impressions of a brand or
topic oﬁnterest over a speci ﬁc date range (based on each website's number of unique visitors)

Dolce & Gabbana may have less press coverage in the region, however,
the brand is successfully conducting its press outreach through
prominent online publications such as MBC.net.
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EVOLUTION OF EDITORIAL
COVERAGE IN THE GCC

Louis Vuitton appoints new director

In a move that was considered 'historical', Louis Vuitton announced
the appointment of Virgil Abloh as their new Men's Artistic Director.
Abloh would become the ﬁrst person of African American descent
to fulﬁll the role at Louis Vuitton.

Luxury fashion industry witnessing an overall growth
Overall, luxury fashion brands have seen a signiﬁcant increase
in their GCC media coverage compared to Q1 of 2017, except
for Chanel whose coverage has decreased by a negligible 1%.
Fashion brands generally tend to gain extensive coverage
during this period due to the various fashion weeks as well as
international award events.

2500

+4%

Growth in Online Editorial Mentions (Q1 2017 vs. Q1 2018)
-1%

2000

+34%

1500
+47%

Dolce & Gabbana shows the biggest increase +47%, followed
by Givenchy with +39%.

1000

+26%

+39%
+27%

500

Givenchy's increase in press coverage is attributed to the sad
demise of the fashion house's founder, Hubert de Givenchy.
A large portion of articles published online highlighted his
achievements and contributions to the fashion industry over
the course of his life.

0

Dior

Chanel

Gucci

Dolce &
Gabbana

Louis
Vuitton

Givenchy

Saint
Laurent

The above bar chart compares the growth in GCC ediotrial
coverage between Q1 of 2017 (left) and Q1 of 2018 (right)
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BREAKDOWN OF PRESS
COVERAGE BY COUNTRY

A pattern we've seen across categories is the dominance of
coverage from countries such as the US, UK and China
which is due to the signiﬁcantly large amount of publications
each county has overall (compared to others globally).

Press coverage of the fashion market is primarily
concentrated in the United States, Europe and China.
Although the volume of mentions on an international
level dwarfs regional coverage, the UAE alone had
generated over 4,000 articles discussing the selected
brands in the luxury fashion category in Q1 of 2018.

Top Countries in Global
Luxury Watch Coverage

USA

Dolce & Gabbana Abaya collection
Dolce & Gabbana leads with the biggest share of GCC
coverage. The luxury fashion brand announced the release
oﬁts latest Abaya collection in March. Dolce & Gabbana's
ﬁrst Abaya collection was introduced in 2016. The brand
name constantly resurfaces online in relation to the topic
of 'modest fashion'.

China

Comparison of Online Editorial Presence - GCC vs. Global*

UK
98.4%

France

98.5%

2.6%

98.9%

2.3%

1.8%

1.8%

1.5%

1.2%

0.9%

98.2%

98.2%

98.5%

98.8%

99.1%

Givenchy

Chanel

Louis
Vuitton

Saint
Laurent

100%

Canada

0

Top Countries in GCC
Luxury Watch Coverage

30K

60K

90K

120K

150K

50%

UAE

97.4%
-17%

97.7%

KSA

Kuwait

Qatar

0%
Bahrain

0

1K

2K

3K

4K

5K

Top countries ranked according to volume of
editorial articles originating from each country

Dolce &
Gabbana

Dior

Global

Gucci

GCC

Split of overall articles discussing the watch brands
(GCC vs. Global)
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THE IMPACT OF
ONLINE PUBLICATIONS

GCC Publications with Highest Coverage
of Luxury Watch Brands

Which GCC publications cover luxury fashion the most?
Of the top ﬁve regional publications discussing luxury fashion
in Q1 2018, only one is targeted towards the broader audience
(Al Wast).

FashionNetwork.com (KSA)

Al Jamila (KSA)

The UAE-based Arabic publication reports on global and local
news and events.

Hia Magazine (UAE)

Al Wast (UAE)

FashionNetwork is the only English online publication within
the top 5 reporting on this category.
The Saudi publication generates heavy coverage on all topics
related to luxury and fashion.

Global Publications with Highest Coverage
of Luxury Watch Brands

HXTCPP(China)

50

100

150

200

250

300

Which global publications cover fashion the most?

However, of the top 5 publications in Q1 2018, only Sohu
Fashion is industryspeciﬁc.

Sohu (China)

Read01 (China)

The publication is a subsidary of Sohu (number 3) and
often scores as the top source globally for topics around
luxury and fashion.

Zaker(China)

2K

0

Jewelry and fashion categories are alike when it comes to
Chinese publications dominatng the industry's global
coverage.

Sohu Fashion (China)

0

Sayidaty (KSA)

4K

6K

8K

10K

PART Il
Social Media Impact
In this section of the report, Meltwater analyzes
the social media presence of Chanel, Dior, Dolce

Brand

Social Media
Mentions

Facebook Likes

Instagram
Followers

& Gabbana, Givenchy, Gucci, Louis Vuitton, and

Dior

290,947

16,455,301

19,068,736

8,270,625

Saint Laurent. We benchmark the brands based

Gucci

225,290

17,103,376

23,184,714

5,484,983

Chanel

214,512

21,239,198

27,276,080

13,565,921

social media source and global Instagram trends

Louis
Vuitton

11 1,981

22,799,515

23,256,777

7,292,830

in the category.

Saint
Laurent

100,106

2,920,933

4,058,341

4,222,390

Givenchy

96,365

2,788,849

10,077,945

944,900

Dolce &
Gabbana

50,884

1 1,341,075

16,446,871

on their SOV in GCC social media. We also dive
into each brands fanbase per social channel, top

The overview below shows clear diﬀerences
between engaged fans on diﬀerent social media
platforms. In addition, social media mentions
and social following are shown not to necessarily
go hand-in-hand. A good example of this is Dolce
& Gabbana, who have the fewest social media
mentions, but signiﬁcantly more followers than
Givenchy or Saint Laurent, both of which gather
more mentions with fewer followers.

Twitter Followers

*Reach is deﬁned as the total number of potential impressions of a brand or topic
oﬁnterest over a speci ﬁc date range (based on each website's number of unique visitors)
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Fine Fashion on
Social Media Channels

How are each brand's audience split across platforms?
Chanel is the most followed brand on social media with over
60 million followers in total across Instagram, Facebook and
Twitter.

Social Media Fanbase: Brands ranked by number of Followers
Chanel
Louis Vuitton
Gucci
Dior
Dolce & Gabbana
Givenchy
Saint Laurent
0

10M
Facebook

20M

30M

40M

Instagram

50M

60M

70M

80M

Brands in the fashion category have far larger social
communities when compared to the watches and jewelry
brands featured in this report. This could be attributed to each
brand's diverse product ranges and wider appeal globally.
Instagram speciﬁcally takes up the larger share of each brand's
follower split, the platform's unique inﬂuencer ecosystem
provides an ideal outlet for inﬂuencers and brands alike.

Twitter

Which platform hosts the most
brand mentions in the GCC?

Social Media Channels with the Highest Penetration
4.2%

2.4%

Instagram leads with majority of the SOV in the GCC.
The photo-sharing platform is used by consumers and
inﬂuencers alike to showcase their outﬁts, by mentioning
brands in their captions.
Luxury brands and retailers often include inﬂuencers as
part of their marketing strategy to promote new releases
and to create buzz around certain products. Twitter follows
in second place, the platform is often used as an
e-commerce hub for luxury fashion enthusiasts.

93.4%

Facebook

Instagram

Twitter

Following Facebook & Instagram API changes, all data used has
been collected from publicly available, open social media sources
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Share of Voice: Social Media

Social Media Share of
Voice in the GCC

Givenchy
8.8%

Dior and Gucci compete closely for #1 spot
Even though Dior has the fourth biggest
social community globally, it still generated
the most social media mentions in the
GCC for Q1 of 2018.
Among these mentions, we can spot top
inﬂuencers such as the Kuwaiti Dalal
AlDoub, who has over 2 million followers on
Instagram. Dalal attended the new Dior
boutique opening in Doha which created a
spike in the brand's mentions.

Dolce & Gabbana
4.7%
Dior 26.7%

Saint Laurent
9.2%

Louis Vuitton
10.3%

Chanel
19.7%

Gucci
20.7%
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Global Instagram Trends
How do the selected fashion brands leverage
Instagram?
We identiﬁed the 3 most frequently used hashtags on
Instagram by the brands and their most engaging
posts of the ﬁrst quarter of 2018.

#mariagraziachiuri #pfw #diorcouture

Dior always uses a hashtag dedicated to their
Artistic Director (Maria Grazia Chiuri)in their
caption. Dior's posts are also steered towards
Paris Fashion Week (pfw) which took place
earlier this year
447,408
engagements
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Global Instagram Trends

#alessandromichele #guccicruise18 #gucciss18

Similarly Gucci's hashtags are also focused on their Creative Director
(Alessandro Michele). Other hashtags used refer to Gucci's latest
collections released in Q1 2018.
618,168
engagements

#chanelhautecouture #chanelmakeup #chanelfallwinter

Chanel's posts are essentially fashion week focused. Two of the
three hashtags used refer to the brand's latest collections in Q1.
618,168
engagements

#louisvuitton #lvparfums #makeapromise

The brand often uses speciﬁc hashtags to diﬀrentiate between
product lines, Louis Vuitton also utilizes their Instagram posts to
shed light on their #MakeAPromise partnership with UNICEF.
618,168
engagements
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Global Instagram Trends

#saintlaurent #ysl #yvessaintlaurent

Unlike many of the other brands in the category, Saint Laurent
uses overall brand-related hashtags. This could be the brand's
strategy to gain visibility on Instagram with easy, widely-used
hashtags.
51,670
engagements

#givenchyss18 #givenchyfw18 #givenchyeditorials

Givenchy also uses hashtags to denote their diﬀerent seasonal
collections. #givenchyeditorials is used to promote their pieces
which have been showcased in editorials.
135,562
engagements

#dgmillenials #dgwomen #dgmen

D&G classiﬁes their hashtags based collections. #dgmillenials
refers to the brand's recent campaign which brings together the
most inﬂuential millenials worldwide as models in D&G's runway
shows.
179,684
engagements

ABOUT

MELTWATER
Who are we?

More than 26,000 companies have used Meltwater’s media
intelligence to stay on top of billions of online conversations
and extract relevant insights to strate gically manage their
brands.

Meltwater, a pioneer of media intelligence and now Outside Insight, gives
businesses the information advantage they need to stay ahead.

Meltwater is also committed to fostering the data science
ecosystem through MEST, a panAfrican entrepreneurial
program and incubator, and Shack15, a global data science
community.

With nearly 20 years of experience analyzing data, Meltwater is dedicated
to personal, global service built on the local expertise of 55 oﬃces across six
continents.

Learn more at meltwater.com/me and get in touch with local
experts from our Dubai and Abu Dhabi oﬃces.

What can we do for you?
Our global media intelligence solutions can help brands in
the luxury sector with:

Learn More About Data-Driven PR
measure your programs, take a look at our additional resources.

Analyse and understand their global media coverage.
Benchmark against competitors locally and globally.
Discover how consumers and fans engage with brands
on social media.
Understand the real impact of online campaigns and
celebrity collaborations.

Meltwater Blog

Meltwater Resources

Get In Touch

